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Solos for Young Violinists is a graded series of works ranging from elementary to advanced levels

representing an exciting variety of styles and techniques for violinists -- a valuable resource for

teachers and students of all ages. Many of the works in this collection have long been recognized

as stepping stones to the major violin repertoire, while others are newly published pieces for further

choices of study. This title is available in Music Prodigy.
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Wish I had read the earlier reviews. You would think  would have read them, I guess not. 11/1/10 I

received the incomplete set - the 2nd part (for violin), was not sent with the order. You would think 

would have corrected this with all of the bad reviews. Makes me really doubt doing business with  in

the future. I'll do business with a company that understands music like sharmusic!

I had some concerns after reading others' previous reviews that they received a part of the set but I

ordered it. It came with the two books as a set (the violin book + the violin and piano combined

book), which was exactly what I was looking for. The book has a nice combination of the level and

the depth that young violinists can get to. Very pleased with the purchase!

This series is an excellent supplement to the standard Suzuki violin repertoire. The solos supply



welcome variety and, like etudes, introduce or enhance skills beyond the demands of the Suzuki

pieces. With a good teacher, this series can round out the progression of skilled young violinists.Of

particular note, since the reviews are confused or conflicting on this point, I can confirm that my

order of this item, Solos for Young Violinists, Vol 2, includes two books (1) the piano part (with the

violin part in smaller notation above it), and (2) a separate violin part for the soloist. It does not come

with the CD, of course, which must be ordered separately.

This is supposed to come as 2 books - the violin, and the violin with piano. I only received the violin

part. I called , but got nowhere. I also e-mailed them and received no response.

I received both the piano and violin books, as expected.

Very confusing, I wish I had read the previous reviews and had avoided the same problem as other

people. I was wanting the Violin part only not the piano accompany part. I can't seem to get the right

book, and the seller say they sent the correct book, but it was listed under the violin part NOT the

piano/violin book. It is very difficult to play the violin part on the small line about the piano parts.

Very disappointing.

A great companion to Suzuki Book 4 - 5 mid level. Teaches fourth finger pizz to build pinky strength.

Gently eases into 5th position and some double stops and harmonics.

I ordered this book in September. The book should come with two books. One is for violin and

another one is for piano. I got one for piano. I sent email to seller twice but no response. On , when

you click the link on the book, there is no information to tell you there is only one book and it is not

suppose to be. I am not satisfied with seller. Hope they can correct mistake and send me another

part of the book. I am looking forward them to take the action.
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